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This study investigates the assertion that the Cost

at Completion is bounded below by the Cost Performance

Index-based Estimate at Completion (EAC) and above by the

Schedule Cost Index-based EAC. The hypothesis is tested

on a selective sample of 321 contracts from the Defense

Acquisition Executive Sunnary Database. This thesis

checks the validity of this assertion and explains the

usefulness of this information.
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This study explores the widely held assertion that DOD

contract Cost at Completion is bounded below by the Cost

Performance Index-based Estimate at Completion (EAC) and

above by the Schedule Cost Index-based EAC.

Descriptive statistics determined the floor and

ceiling for 321 DOD contracts. The results confirmed that

the Cost Performance Index-based EAC is a reasonable floor

and the Schedule Cost Index-based EAC is a reasonable

ceiling for EAC formulas. For the contracts considered

overall, on average, the Cost at Completion was not bounded

by the floor and ceiling. The range of EAC formulas

evaluated tended to slightly underestimate the Cost at

Completion on average.

Results were tested for sensitivity to Index Type

(cumulative, six-month and three-month), Program Phase,

Contract Type, Branch of Service, System Type, Major

Contract Baseline Changes and Management Reserve.

Graphs of the EAC ceilings and floors for several

contract categories illustrate trends in program status

throughout various stages of contract completion. These

graphs should assist program analy:ts in providing program

managers with reasonable contract completion cost estimates

for contracts in various categories across all stages of

contract completion.

vii



AN ANALYSIS OF ESTIMATE AT COMPLETION MODELS UTILIZING THE

DEFENSE ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE SUHMARY DATABASE

T.- Intreducit-ion

Caneral T~mue

The Reagan Administration was elected in 1980 with a

primary goal of rebuilding the nation's defense

capability. A significant portion of this rebuilding

effort included the development and production of needed

major weapons systems for each of the service components

of the Department of Defense (DOD).

Though similar problems in the weapons procurement

system had been identified in post-World War II systems

development, the build-up during the Reagan years brought

increased scrutiny and great criticism on systems

acquisition and, specifically, on cost and schedule

overruns.

This heightened emphasis on cost and schedule

overruns brought concern from both the executive and

legislative branches of government. In March 1981, in a

memorandum to Defense Secretary Weinberger, President

Reagan voiced executive direction:

We were concerned, as I am sure you were, to
learn of the significant cost growth in a number
of Defense programs . . . (10:33)
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Similar thoughts were expressed by the Chairman of the

Defense Appropriations Subcoumittee, Rep Joseph P. Addabbo

(D-NY) in the same year:

We must give a strong message to the Defense
Department that the old way of doing business will
not be tolerated. . . . Unless we demonstrate we
are getting a handle on cost overruns, we'll lose
what appears to be a consensus to rebuild our
military forces. (10:34)

As the Reagan Administration progressed, political

pressure mounted regarding the management of major weapons

systems programs. In 1985, Senators Goldwater and Nunn,

generally viewed as hawks on defense issues, produced a

report echoing the continuing concern of Congress over

cost and schedule increases. This, in part, led to a

major study headed by former Deputy Defense Secretary

David Packard, known as the President's Blue Ribbon

Commission on Defense Management. This report stated

that:

too many of our weapons systems cost too
much,* take too-long to develop, and by the time
they are fielded, incorporate obsolete
technology. (16:337)

This developing consensus, combined with federal

deficit pressures and declining threat assessments,

seriously damaged the political will present in 1980 to

develop, produce and field defense weapons systems.
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The A-12 program cancellation in 1991 graphically

illustrated that cost and schedule overruns would no

longer be met with additional funding and the acceptance

of slipped development and production time frames.

Though cost overruns of major weapons systems gained

heightened attention during the build-up of the U.S.

defense budget during the Reagan Administration,

historical evidence indicates the presence of

comparatively higher overruns of systems produced and

developed 30 years prior (13:51). A study by Merton Peck

and Frederick Scherer of 12 major weapons systems produced

in the 1950's detailed average cost growth, from start to

full-scale development, of 220 per cent (15:412). A

similar RAND Corporation study, published in 1986, notes a

range, in relation to current programs, of approximately

10 to 35 per cent (18:9).

One of the major factors in the decline of the amount

of cost overruns was the introduction, during the tenure

of Secretary McNamara at the Department of Defense, of a

set -,f criteria known as Cost/Schedule Control Systems

Criteria (C/SCSC). The development of this evaluation

method occurred after it was apparent to DOD officials

that the prior methods to monitor contract performance

3



were inadequate to properly gauge major weapons systems

programs.

Prior to C/SCSC, it was not uncommon for contractors

to bid low on prospective contracts, which were based

primarily on fixed fee assumptions, and then petition for

alterations to the contract length and price during the

performance phase stating that they had not realized how

complex and costly the system production would actually

be. The government was often unaware of these problems

until significantly into the time span of the 'ontract and

therefore its leverage to mandate changes to solve these

problems was limited. This template for disastrous cost

and schedule overruns necessitated the development of an

evaluation method to better monitor cost and schedule

performance (8:22).

A key component of the C/SCSC system is the Estimate

at Completion (EAC) calculation, the estimation of the

total program cost that may be computed throughout the

program life-cycle based upon schedule ard cost data.

This figure is used to estimate the cost variance of a

program from its original baseline and is an essential

driver in the analysis of program efficiency and

effectiveness.

Even with the relative improvement in accounting

measures to analyze contractor performance, the lack of

standardization in the use and interpretation of EAC
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formulas remains a problem. Most recently, in the

Memorandum for the Secretary of the Navy. Subi! A-12

Adminiatrative Tnmii (the Beach Report) on the factors

surrounding the cancellation of the U.S. Navy's A-12

program, cost estimation procedures were still found

woefully lacking due in part to disagreements about

selection of and possible manipulation of EAC formulas

(1:12-13).

As a remedy to potential EAC manipulation, the Beach

Report recomnended a range of EACs be used "A future

program evaluations (1:16). A range of EACs will, due to

the relative accuracy of the various models based upon

contract characteristics and stage of completion, provide

a wider Oconfidence interval' to estimate program cost

(9:3).

Further, the Beach Report advised changes to the DOD

5000 series documents indicating the Cost Performance

Index (CPI) should be used as a benchmark formula for

programs over 15 per cent complete.

(1) Enter the range of estimates at completion,
reflecting best and worst cases.

(2) Provide the estimate at completion reflecting
the best professional judgment of the servicing cost
analysis organization. If the contract is at least
15 per cent complete and the estimate is lower than
that calculated using the cumulative cost performance
index, provide an explanation.

(3) Justify the program manager's besa
estimate (item 25) if the contract is at least
15 per cent complete and the estimate is lower

5



than that calculated using the cumulative cost
performance index. (7:16-H-6)

The CPI was chosen as a baseline EAC due to evidence

suggesting its relative stability as a predictor of

program cost from the 20 per cent completion point across

a variety of program and contract types (4:7).

The Schedule Cost Index (SCI) is generally viewed to

be the high-end EAC formula (9:9). This method is

theoretically most pessimistic because it utilizes

Nequallyn both schedule and cost data in its calculations

with potential performance negatives in each measure

amplifying the other, generating a higher total EAC.

Though extensive research in the C/SCSC and EAC area

has been conducted for approximately 20 years, significant

room for cost estimation process refinement and

specification remains. Specifically, while the CPI and

SCI have been established in practice as the de facto

floor and ceiling, respectively, for EAC models, research

on a large, diverse program database has not definitely

supported these contentions.

Research supporting the EAC ceiling and floor

assertion would be most useful to program managers and the

DOD cost connunity as it would allow them to establish an

area in which the Cost at Completion (CAC) would most

probably be contained. Also, it would confirm existing

suspicion that program cost estimates outside this range

6



are unrealistic and require a heightened degree of

explanation and justification.

Finally, the trend toward declining defense budgets

and increasing scrutiny of defense acquisition policy

magnifies the importance of improving the management and

control of weapons system costs.

Research Problem

The primary objective of this research is to test the

DOD assertion in DOD 5002.2-M, Defense Acauisitio'

Managament Documentation and Reports and Office of the

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition (OUSD(A))

concept that the Cost Performance Index (CPI)-based EAC is

a valid floor and the Schedule Cost Index (SCI)-based EAC

is a valid ceiling for EAC formulas (7:16-H-6).

Additionally, this research explores the position of the

Cost at Completion relative to the EAC floor and ceiling.

specaific Problem LtatemgnM

Does available program data on completed DOD

contracts establish a range of EACs consistent with DOD

policy and assumptions? The primary hypothesis to be

tested:

Ho: Cost at completion is bounded below by the CPI-

based EAC and above by the SCI-based EAC.

7



The hypothesis was answered using a database

described below. In addition to'the CPT and SCI-based

EACs, the SPI-based EAC was selected, for a total of three

EAC formulas.

The hypothesis test starts with determining the

percentage deviations of each of four EAC formulas from

the actual CAC. These percent deviations from CAC

provided a normalized set of data points for comparative

purposes. The percent deviations from CAC were averaged

and the EAC with the highest average percent deviation

from the CAC became the ceiling and the EAC with the

lowest average became the floor.

The hypothesis was valid only if the SCI-based EAC

was the ceiling, the CPI-based EAC was the floor, and if

the floor and ceiling bounded the Cost at Completion.

The results of the hypothesis test were tested for

sensitivity to several factors, including Index Type,

Contract Completion Stage, Program Phase, Contract Type,

Branch of Service, System Type, Major Baseline Changes and

Manag&. h Reserve.

Th. specific categories for sensitivity analysis are

addressed with investigative questions, following a brief

description of the database used in this analysis.

8



Defense Agauisition Executive SuffmaryV Database

OUSD(A) provided program data, compiled from

contractor cost management reports since 1972, in a

database known as the Defense Acquisition Executive

Sumnary (DAES). This database contains performance data

on over 500 major weapons system programs (major defined

as research, development, test and evaluation contracts

over $60 million and production contracts over $250

million) from each of the service branches (19:5).

Investigative Ouestions

1. Which EAC models are most utilized in the Department

of Defense (DOD) and why?

2. Of the index-based EACs compared, is the CPI-based EAC

the floor and is the SCI-based EAC the ceiling?

3. Does the final Cost at Completion lie within the

considered range of EACs?

4. Which EAC is the most accurate predictor of final Cost

at Completion?

5. Are the original hypothesis test results (answers to

questions two through four) sensitive to:

a. Index Type (Cumulative, Six Month or Three Month)

b. Program Phase (Pre-Production or Production)

c. Contract Type (Cost Plus, Firm Fixed or Fixed

Price)

d. Service (Army, Navy or USAF)

9



e. System Type (Airframe, Electronics, Engine,

Equipment, Ground, Missile, Ship or Space)

f. Major Baseline Changes (Not OTB or OTB)

g. Management Reserve

6. Are the original results and the results for each

category sensitive to the Contract Completion Stage?

The first question will be answered in the literature

review. The remaining questions will be answered after

analysis of the DAES database.

Sore /Limitations

The primary scope of this thesis is utilization of

the DAES database to analyze the concept that CAC is

bounded below by the CPI-based EAC and above by the SCI-

based EAC. Additional analysis focuses on the sensitivity

of the ceiling and floor to various conditions as

described in the investigative questions.

The chief limitation of this thesis is the quality

and consistency of the DAES database. The database

exhibited inconsistencies in terms of the time between

consecutive entries of program cost and schedule data. A

process of interpolation within the initial contract data

provided the information necessary to minimize this

shortcoming.

Having provided a general overview, a discussion of

the specific problem statement and an outline of the

10



investigative questions, it is useful to expand on the

background and significance of this research with a review

of applicable literature.

II
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TT. LiteraturA Review

This section addresses the development of C/SCSC,

defines the data elements used in EAC calculations and

reviews appropriate and applicable EAC comparison studies.

The McNamara Era in the DOD saw the introduction of

many concepts used in the civilian sector to the management

of national defense. Two mechanisms introduced prior to

the development of C/SCSC were attempts to solve the same

problems, but met with limited success. Program Evaluation

and Review Technique (PERT) and the Critical Path Method

(CPM) were industry and academic concepts that were

essentially techniques to moniLoz and optimize the

scheduling side of the equation. Though these techniques

were a step in the right direction regarding schedule

monitoring, they did not initially take into account the

cost element, and additionally were fought by members of

both the military and contractor conmmunities due to the

implementation style of McNamara's "whiz kids" (8:23). A

by-product of the introduction of these concepts was the

initiation of DOD to the searned values theory, the

conceptual linchpin of C/SCSC. This method of analyzing

contract performance:

• suggested the idea of planning a program
and the necessary resources in sufficient detail
so as to allow for the precise measurement of
performance along the way, and of having the
ability to obtain reliable estimates of the total

12



costs, and total times needed to complete the
various programs. (8:23)

The genesis of C/SCSC was the formation of a United

States Air Force body known as the Cost/Schedule Planning

and Control Specification Group. This group was tasked to

develop criteria that would not replace the internal

management control systems of defense contractors but

would rather provide the government with a means to

evaluate a contractor's present systems in relation to

cost control and schedule performance (8:24).

In late 1967, the Air Force study group's efforts

resulted in the publication of DOD Instruction 7000.2,

Performance Measurement for Selected Accuisitions. This

document introduced 35 criteria that are partitioned into

5 major areas:

Organization--To define the contractual effort
with use of a work breakdown structure, assign
responsibilities for performance of the work, and
accomplish all this with use of an integrated
contractor management control system.

Planning and Budgeting--To establish and maintain
a performance measurement baseline for control of
the work.

Accounting--To accumulate the costs of work and
materials in a manner which allows for comparison
with earned value.

Analysis--To measure earned value, to analyze
variances of both costs and schedules, and develop
reliable astimates of coetn at comaletion.

Revisions and Access to Data--To incorporate
changes to the controlled baseline as required,
and allow appropriate Government representatives

13



to have access to contract data for determining
contract compliance. (8:26-27)

The analysis criteria ensure that data collected and

maintained by the contractor include sufficient

information to allow the government to analyze contractor

performance. Program managers:

. . . require a comparison of actual vs. planned
performance, calculation of variances, and analysis
of variances (if they exceed predetermined
thresholds). (11:13-18)

The measures or ratios that the government uses to deduce

the quality of contractor performance include Budgeted

Cost of Work Scheduled (BCWS), Budgeted Cost of Work

Performed (BCWP), Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP),

Budget at Completion (BAC) and Estimate at Completion

(EAC) as defined in Appendix A. Additional useful

measures include Management Reserve (MR), Total Allocated

Budget (TAB), Percent Complete (PC) and Cost at Completion

(CAC), also defined in Appendix A.

The basic EAC formula used in this analysis is index-

based.

EAC = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/index (1)

14



T Indx Dmfinit-ions

1. Cost Performance Index (CPI). The CPI is obtained by

dividing BCWP by ACWP. A ratio greater than one

(BCWP>ACWP) indicates a cost underrun. A ratio less than

one (BCWP<ACWP) indicates a cost overrun. The three CPIs

analyzed include cumulative, six-month and three-month, as

defined below.

CPIcum a BCWPcum/ACWPcum (2)

-5 -5
CPI6 - Y BCWP/ I ACWP (3)

ino i-O

where i represents the month and goes from current (i-O)

to five months Orior (inS) to provide the six most recent

data points.

-2 -2
CPI3 - I BCWP/i ACWP (4)

iWO i-O

2. Schedule Performance Index (SPI). The SPI is the

ratio of BCWP to BCWS. A ratio greater than one

(BCWP>BCWS) indicates a program is ahead of schedule while

a ratio less than one (BCWP<BCWS) indicates a program is

behind schedule. The cumulative, six and three month SPIs

are defined below.

SPIcum -- BCWPcum/BCWScum (5)

15



SPI6 - I BCWP/I: BCWS (6)

SPI ~ -2 -2
SP1 F.BCWP/7I BCWS(7

izO i=O

3. Schedule Cost Index (SCI). The SCI is the product of

CPI and SPI. Cumulative, six and three month indexes are

defined below.

SCIcum CPIcum SPICUM (8)

SC16 CP16 *SP16 (9)

SC13 =CP13 *CP16 (10)

Having acknowledged the index definitions, additional

clarification of the relationship between an index and its

corresponding EAC is best illustrated with an example.

The following example meets the conditions of the

hypothesis. The relative ran king of EACs results in the

CAC bounded by the SCI-based EAC as the ceiling and the

CPI-based EAC as the floor.

Exarml1e of Indax/EAC Ralationnhin

A typical contract might be expected to be behind

schedule and over cost. This condition is exemplified

with CPI and SPI values both less than one.

16



Let TAB-100 BCWPz27 BCW3=33.75 ACWP=30 CAC-125

INDEX CALCULATIONS: CPI=BCWP/ACWP=.9

SPI=BCWP/BCWS. .8

SCI-CPI*SPI= .72

EAC CALCULATIONS: EAC = ((TAB-BCWP)/index) +ACWP

3&C•I==((100-27) /.9)+30=111.11

EACspi= ((100-27)/.8) +30=121.25

1ACocl( ((100-27) /.72) +30=131.9

When CPI and SPI are less than one, their product

(SCI) will be less than either CPI or SPI. This example

illustrates how the lowest index (SCI) has the highest

corresponding FAC, since the index falls in the

denominator of the basic ZAC formula.

Understanding the mechanics of the indexes, the EACs,

and how they relate to each other paves the way for

further exploration into the significance of EACs through

a review of EAC literature to date. A review of several

comprehensive EAC studies follows to help the reader

appreciate the variety of conclusions to date. These

studies are sunarized in Table 1.

17



TABLE 1"

SUMMARY OF EAC RESEARCH

Cof
Bright & Howard Army BAC Formulas 11 devlopmnt EAC selection should be
(1981) based u progpam

cbar~m Sc C16
suggesed od

Covacla, Haydon A Air Force EAC Formulas 15 dgeost Cpl variations most
Raidthe (1982) 6prod acma ac tm

Relel& Am Air Formce EAC Frmulas 16 deveiapt No single EAC method
(1989) 40 producdm produce optimal

eaimmes for a types of

Beach (1990) Navy C Saneltaon I developicnet EAC culaiions vary
gready & are easilymanip~ulae

MKlnney (1990) Air Force EAC Formulas N/A Provided history and
review of EAC research

ardaensm Air Force EAC Formulas N/A Accuracy of regression-
Anto~lni & based formulas over
McKn•ey (1992) inmex-besed not

Fleming (1992) Civilia EAC Formulas N/A CPkm is middle r=nV
Coouair formua SCIcum is higb

end formula

aistmsen (1993) Air Forme EAC Formulas N/A EAC fornula accuacy
depends upon system
WMp, -bs aid type of
coubtrc

Christensen & Air Force CPI SIability 62 developonat CPIcum is tWae from
lieise (1993) 93 production ft 20% compledon

18



EAC Coinmarison Studies

The EAC forac&sts the completed cost of a defense

-centract and provides a basis to systematically project

total weapons system cost, a necessary and key component

of the governmental oversight process lacking in the era

""prior to C/SCSC. Calculation and analysis of EAC data

provides the ability to determine the relationship of cost

and schedule parameters throughout the program life-cycle,

allowing the government a mechanism to ideatify and

minimize cost and schedule overruns.

Numerous attempts have been made to compare and

contrast the performance of various EAC formulas based

upon what invariably have been rather small and

hcmogeneous weapons systems databases.

In 1980 and 1981, the ManTech International

Corporation, in a study contracted by the U.S. Navy,

tested 24 EAC formulas on a database of 15 development and

6 production contracts. Twelve of these formulas were

index-based with the remainder regression-based (5:1-7,

62-65). Also in 1981, Bright and Howard tested 11 EAC

formulas on 11 U.S. Army development contracts. Nine of

the formulas were indexobased with the remainder

regression-based. These studies concluded that

regression-based formulas tend to perform well in the

early stages of completicn. The index formulas that

performed týhe best across all three stages were CPI-based

19



They also recommended the SCI-based EAC as a candidate for

the most accurate predictor of Cost at Completion (3:217-

221).

In 1989, Reidel and Chance tested 6 index-based

formulas on a U.S. Air Force database consisting of 16

development and 40 production contracts. These programs

were evaluated at four finite stages of completion versus

the early, middle and late range methods of the ManTech

and Bright and Howard studies. Their results indicated

that SCI and CPI-based models performed well across all

stages of completion (17:3-6, 72-78).

Regarding empirical support of the CPI-floor and SCI-

ceiling assertions, the available studies are suggestive

but not conclusive. Bright and Howard found that CPIcum

does tend to be the floor among the various CPI formulas

(2:16).

* on the average, the (EAC) technique based upon
the most recent data dominates (exceeds) over the
technique based upon less recent data (2:16).

Fleming suggests the SCIcum as a ceiling among commuonly

used EAC formulas included in popular EAC software

packages.

0 . . We at Micro-Frame consider this (CPI'SPI) to be
a high end formula . . (9:9)

20



Finally, the Beach Report provides anecdotal support for

the reasonableness of the CPIcum floor and SCIcum ceiling

based upon the cancelled A-12 program.

These representative studies illustrate the general

conclusions and weaknesses of the EAC rf.earch conducted

over the past 20 years. While some formulas tend to be

preferred, McKinney reviewed EAC research in 1992 and

found a lack of consensus remains regarding the

appropriateness of the available formulas and formula

types (14:76-79).

Recall from Chapter One that the first investigative

question asked the following:

1. Which EAC is the most accurate predictor of final Cost

at Completion?

As indicated in the review of EAC research to date,

there is no one EAC singled out as the most accurate. ne

CPI, SPI and SCI-based EACs are most often used to

estimate program costs but there is no clear pattern of

conditions under which each index is most appropriate.

The small and homogeneous databases upon which the

comparisons are based present a significant shortcoming.

The small sample sizes reduce the certainty of statistical

conclusions and inhibit the ability to generalize results.

What is mnissing is a comprehensive test of EAC formulas on
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a large, heterogeneous database to better ascertain the

validity of EAC formulas.

Our research is designed to address this limitation

by performing analysis of EAC models based upon programs

in the DAES database. This database provides larger

sample sizes from a more complete and diverse set of

program data than previously available to those

undertaking EAC research.

The methodology for testing the hypothesis and

answering the remaining investigative questions is

presented in the following chapter.
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ITT. Mathodoloa-y

This chapter describes the procedures used to test

the hypothesis.

Ho: Cost at Completion is bounded below by the

CPI-based EAC and above by the SCI-based

EAC.

Introduction

Before discussing the methodology applied to test the

hypothesis, the database itself merits attention. A

description of the database and its fields is followed by

an explanation of the process used to prepare the database

for use (referred to as data definition). The data

description and data definition are followed by an

explanation and justification of the approach used to test

the hypothesis and an explanation of the actual EAC

calculations and graph preparations for data analysis.

The Databage

A sample of 321 contracts from the DAES database was

selected for analysis to test the hypothesis. The

original database contains approximately 500 contracts and

16,000 quarterly report dates of information. The

database has various Department of Defense contracts which
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date from November, 1972 to October, 1992. The fields of

interest for testing the hypothesis include descriptive

and numeric fields as described below.

Descri~tive Fields

1. Project Number (PNO). This identifies a group of

contracts that belong to a particular weapon system

program.

2. Contract Number (CNO). This, in conjunction with its

corresponding PNO, uniquely identifies each of the 321

contracts used in the DAES database.

3. Submit Date. This, in conjunction with its

corresponding PNO and CNO, uniquely identifies each of the

3803 records used in the database. The submit date is

"uportant for interpolating missing data.

4. Phase. This identifies the phase as either Pre-

Production (PREP), Production (PROD) or Other (OTHER).

5. Contract Type (CTYPE). This identifies the type of

contract as Cost Plus (CP), Firm Fixed (FF) or Fixed Price

(FP).

6. Branch of Service (SERVICE). This identifies the

branch of service initiating the contract: Air Force (F),

Army (A), or Navy (N).

7. System Type. This identifies the contract by the type

of system: Airframe (A), Electronics (E), Engine (N),
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Equipment (Q), Ground (G), Missile (M), Ship (S), Space

(P), or Other (OTHER).

8. Over Target Baseline Date (OTB DATE). This field

identifies contracts without an OTB date (S) and contracts

whose budget baselines went Over Target (in which case the

appropriate date is recorded instead of an ISO).

Table 2 displays contract categories, their sample

sizes and basic descriptive statistics (mean and standard

deviation) of the Cost at Completion and Total Allocated

Budget for each category.

Numeric Fialds

The numeric fields of interest in the database

include ACWP, BCWP, BCWS, TAB and MR, as defined in

Appendix A. Other numeric fields of interest, as well as

the index and EAC calculations, are all computed from

these basic fields.
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TABLE 2

CONTRACT COMPOSITION BY CATEGORY

Category No. of No. of" CA I'" TAB2

Contracts Reports (Mean, SD) (Mean, SD)

All Contracts 321 3803 (316,466) (292,466)

Pre-Production 112 1454 (385,596) (347,570)
Production 135 1398 (304,418) (284,294)
Othen 74 951

Cost Plus 137 709 (297,514) (276,499)
Firm Fixed 13 96 (215,127) (220,127)
Fixed Price 169 2053 (337,434) (310,410)
Other 3  2 945Branch of Service
Air Force 127 1638 (331,365) (306,345)
Army 48 606 (214,276) (173,236)
Navy 144 1524 (346,601) (331,582).
Other3  2 35

Airframe 22 228 (792,732) (753,684)
Electronics 43 540 (227,234) (212,217)
Engine 12 117 (183,175) (184,177)
Equipment 19 212 (205,259) (195,230)
Ground 8 86 (74,70) (54,50)
Missile 43 515 (476,763) (446,746)
Ship 19 244 (610,719) (567,692)
Space 25 339 (287,285) (219,214)
Other3  130 1522

Stable 253 3551 (319,470) (296,451)
Unstable 68 252 (274,404) (246.369)

1 CAC refers to Cost at Completim. This Is the final ACWP in eacl contracL

2 TAB refen to Total Allocated Budget.

3 Other refers to onacts ta did not dearly fall into the approprate sensitivity
categories. They wae eefore excluded from these categorical analyses and
summary statistics for "Oier" were not pertinent.
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Data Definition

One of the first steps involved querying the original

database for records with zero values to delete these from

consideration. There also were several contracts with

fewer than five report dates of information which were

removed from consideration. Finally, those contracts

which did not contain data from 20 to 80 percent complete

were removed from the database. These initial criteria

eliminated contracts which lacked data characteristics

necessary to test the hypothesis. This resulted in a

usable database of 321 contracts with varying numbers of

report dates, for a total of 3803 DAES reports of

information. Once the usable data was extracted, it was

necessary to identify logical categories for comparison in

the analysis.

Defining descriptive field entries required queries

that searched for a particular entry or set of entries a..

changed those entries to a desired character. The field

identifying Service needed no adjustments. The Contract

Types had approximately 25 different versions which were

all defined as one of four categories (CP, FF, FP, or

OTHER). Phases were all defined as Pre-Production or

Production. System Types were derived from a field called

Contract Description (CDES). From a list of several

hundred descriptions, each entry was assigned one of the

eight categories identified above (or OTHER, where the
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system fit none of the eight identified categories).

Finally, OTB was adjusted to contain an "So for contracts

which did not contain OTB dates. Upon completion of data

definition, it was necessary to address the problem of

missing data through a process of interpolation. The

interpolation process is described in detail in Appendix

B.

Having described the database composition and the

process used to prepare the database for analysis, the

focus turns to an overview, an explanation and a

justification of the approach to test the hypothesis.

Overview of Hypothesis Test

There were three EAC values chosen to test the

hypothesis. These included the CPI-based EAC, the SPI-

based EAC and the SCI-based EAC, all of which are defined

in Chapter Two. These three EAC formulas were normalized

into percent deviation from CAC. The EAC with the lowest

average percent deviation from CAC was defined as the

floor while the EAC with the highest average percent

deviation from CAC was defined as the ceiling.

The range of ceiling and floor was evaluated to

determine if the CAC was bounded by them. If zero average

percent deviation from CAC fell within the range of the

ceiling and floor, then it was logical to conclude that,

on average, CAC was bounded by the ceiling and floor. The
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EAC whose average percent deviation from the CAC was

closest to zero was defined as the most accurate predictor

of the CAC.

Exnlanation of Apnroach

The hypothesis was tested with descriptive statistics

on the percent deviations from CAC of the three EAC

formulas. The mean was the key statistic used. The

standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV),

where CV is the percentage represented by the ratio of SD

to the mean, were also calculated to provide additional

information about the data dispersion. The Coefficient of

Variation was calculated mainly because it provided a

measure of relative dispersion across different EAC

formulas.

* The standard deviation cannot be the sole basis
for comparing two distributions. If we have a
standard deviation of 10 and a mean of 5, the values
vary by an amount twice as large as the mean itself.
If, on the other hand, we have a standard deviation
of 10 and a mean of 5,000, the variation relative to
the mean is insignificant. Therefore, we cannot
know the dispersion of a set of data until we
know the standard deviation, the mean, and how the
standard deviation compares to the mean. The
coefficient of variation ((SD/Mean)*l00) is one
such relative measure of dispersion . . . (12: 130)

If the CVs differ significantly among EAC formulas, this

would indicate that some EACs have wide lata dispersion

while others have relatively narrower data dispersion. If
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two EACs have equal means, then the EAC with the smaller

CV (narrower data dispersion) would probably be a more

reliable predictor of CAC than the EAC with the larger

EAC.

Justification for Annroach

Due to data dependence, both across EAC values and

down through report dates, it was inappropriate to do a t-

test on the difference between EAC means to confirm

statistical differences among che means. However, the

mean provides the best available measure of central

tendancy to compare the EAC formulas.

Testina the Hypothesai

The three EACs evaluated were based on the CPI, SPI

and SCI. Three Index Types for each of these indexes were

evaluated (cumulative, six-month and three-month) for a

total of nine EAC formulas.

Index and EAC Calculations

Each of the nine indexes and EACs was calculated for

each of the 3803 DAES report dates. The cumulat.e.-e

calculations used the actual report data values.

The three-month indexes used the three most recent

months of report data.
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Examnie Craculation of 'Three-Month Indexes

CPI3 = (BCWP+BCWP1+BCWP2) / (ACWP+ACWP1+ACWP2)

"The six-month indexes used the six most recent months

of data.

Examnle Calculation of Six-Month Indexes

SCPI6 = (BCWP÷BCWP1+...BCW4P5) / (ACWP+ACWP1+...+ACWP5)

The EACs were calculated using their corresponding

indexes. The nine EACs are defined as follows.

EACi = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/CPIcum (14)

EAC2 = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/CPI6 (15)

EAC3 = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/CPI3 (16)

EAC4 - ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/SPIcum (17)

EAC5 = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/SPI6 (18)

EAC6 = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/SPI3 (19)

EAC7 = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/SCIcum (20)

EAC8 = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/SCI6 (21)

EAC9 = ACWP + (TAB - BCWP)/SCI3 (22)

Upon calculating EAC values, the next step toward

testing the hypothesis was to normalize the data for

comparison purposes.
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Normalizin2 RAC Value

As defined in Appendix A, Cost at Completion (CAC)

was defined to be the final ACWP value in a contract. CAC

is necessary to normalize the EAC data into parcent.

deviation from final cost. Failure to normalize the data

would cause larger contracts to overshadow the smaller

ones. Percent deviation from CAC puts all contracts on

level ground for comparative purposes and is calculated as

follows.

Percent Deviation from CAC = ((EAC - CAC)/CAC) * 100 (23)

These percent deviations were analyzed in testing the

hypothesis. With the data normalized, the descriptive

statistics were the next calculations of interest.

Dgacrintive Statistics

The mean, standard deviation and coefficient of

variation for all nine EACs were calculated for Overall

and for three Contravt Completion Stages, defined by

Percent Complete (PC) as follows:

Early: PC<=.35

Middle: .35<PC<=.70

Late: PC>.70
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The cutoff points of 35 and 70 percent were chosen to

divide the data roughly into thirds to allow for

generalizations based upon the Contract Completion Stage.

These were made for five categories (Phase, Contract

Type, Service, System Type and Major Baseline Changes).

The means were compared to de~ermxne the floor (minimum

average) and the ceiling (maximum average) for each stage

of completion within each category and overall. In

addition to determining the ceiling and floor, it was

necessary to determine if the CAC fell within the ceiling

and floor.

The CAC was bounded by the ceiling and floor only if

the ceiling had an average percent deviation from the CAC

that was greater than ze'o and the floor had an average

percent deviation from the CAC that was less than zero.

tSince an average deviation from the CAC of zero

represents the CAC itself, it can only be bounded by the

ceiling and floor if zero falls between the ceiling and

floor.) This general approach applied to answering the

remaining investigative questions.

The following portion of this methodology explains

the procedures used to answer investigative questions two

through six. In addition to explaining how these

questions are answered, a brief description is provided of

how graphs were prepared to provide additional information

for analysis of trends in the data.
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Invogtiaative Ouestions

2. Of the index-based EACs compared, is the CPI-based EAC

the floor and is the SCI-based EAC the ceiling?

This question was answered using two procedures. The

first was to calculate the average percent deviation from

the Cost at Completion (CAC) for each EAC. This step

normalized the data to prevent more costly contracts from

shadowing the effects of less costly contracts. These

average percent deviations from the CAC were compared to

determine the maximum and the minimum average percent

deviation from the CAC. The minimum value was the floor

and the maximum value was the ceiling.

3. Does the final Cost at Completion lie within the

considered range of EACs?

This question was answered by comparing the minimum

average percent deviation from the CAC to the maximum

average percent deviation from the CAC. The CAC was

within the range of EACs only if the minimum average

percent deviation from the CAC was less than zero and the

maximum average percent deviation from the CAC was greater

than zero. As long as the EAC floor was less than the CAC

and the EAC ceiling was greater than the CAC, the CAC was

within the range of EACs.
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4. Which EAC is the most accurate predictor of final Cost

at Completion?

The most accurate predictor of final Cost at

Completion was defined as the EAC closest to the CAC. In

the case where both the ceiling and floor underestimated

the CAC, the most accurate predictor of the CAC was the

-ceiling. In the case where both the ceiling and floor

overestimated the CAC, the floor was the most accurate

predictor of the CAC. When the CAC was bounded by the

ceiling and f'oor, it was possible for any of the three

EACs to be the most accurate predictor of the CAC.

5. Are the original hypothesis test results (answers to

questions two through four) sensitive to:

a. Index Type (Cumulative, Six-Month or Three-Month)

This question was answered by comparing the three

cumulative index-based EACs (EACI, EAC4 and EAC7), the

three six-month index-based EACs (EAC2, EAC5 and EAC8) and

the three three-month index-based EACs (EAC3, EAC6 and

EAC9). In all three cases, if the maximum and minimum

average percent deviation from the CAC remained the same,

if the position of the CAC relative to the floor and

ceiling remained the same, and if the same EAC was the

most accurate predictor of the CAC, then the original

results were not sensitive to the Index Type.
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b. Program Phase (Pre-Production or Production)

This question was answered by determining the EAC

minimum and maximum average percent deviations from the

CAC for both the Pre-Production and the Production

contracts. If the results were the same as the original

results, if the position of the CAC relative to the floor

and ceiling remained the same, and if the same EAC was the

most accurate predictor of the CAC, then the results were

not sensitive to Program Phase.

c. Contract Type (Cost Plus, Firm Fixed or Fixed

Price)

This question was answered by determining the minimum

and the maximum average percent deviation from the CAC for

each Contract Type (Cost Plus, Firm Fixed and Fixed

Price). There were some contracts in the database which

contained combinations of these Contract Types. Those

contracts which contained more than one Contract Type and

those contracts whose Contract Type could not be

identified were not included in this sensitivity analysis.

If the results agreed with the original results, if the

position of the CAC relative to the ceiling and floor

remained the same, and if the same EAC was the most

accurate predictor of the CAC, then the results were not

sensitive to Contract Type.
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d. Service (Army, Navy or USAF)

This sensitivity was tested by determining the

minimum and maximum average percent deviation from the CAC

for each Branch of Service. If the results agreed with

the original results, if the position of the CAC relative

to the ceiling and floor remained the same, and if the

same EAC was the most accurate predictor of the CAC, then

the results were not sensitive to Service.

e. System Type (Airframe, Electronics, Engine,

Equipment, Ground, Missile, Ship or Space)

This sensitivity was tested by determining the

minimum and maximum average percent deviations from the

CAC for each System Type. If the results agreed with the

original results, if the position of the CAC relative to

the ceiling and floor remained the same, and if the same

EAC was the most accurate predictor of the CAC, then the

results were not sensitive to System Type.

f. Major Baseline Changes (Not OTB or OTB)

This sensitivity was tested by determining the

minimum and maximum average percent deviations from the

CAC for those contracts which went Over the Target

Baseline (OTB) and those that did not go Over the Target

Baseline (NOT OTB). If the results agreed with the

original results, if the position of the CAC relative to
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the ceiling and floor remained the same, and if the same

EAC was the most accurate predictor of the CAC, then the

results were not sensitive to Major Baseline Changes.

g. Management Reserve

This sensitivity was tested on all contracts where

Management Reserve (MR) represented less than 30 percent

of Total Allocated Budget (TAB). MR should only be a

small portion of TAB. If MR is greater than 30 percent of

TAB, then the MR data is probably incorrect and should not

be used in the analysis. This restriction provided 239

contracts and 3508 DAES reports with which to test the

sensitivity. The calculations involved subtracting MR

from TAB to arrive at Budget at Completion (BAC). BAC

then replaced TAB in the basic EAC equation. The minimum

and maximum EAC average percent deviations from the CAC

were determined, as well as the relative position of the

CAC to the minimum and maximum. Additionally, the EAC

with the average percent deviation from the CAC closest to

zero was the most accurate predictor of CAC. If the

results agreed with the original results, if the position

of the CAC relative to the ceiling and floor remained the

same, and if the same EAC was the most accurate predictor

of the CAC, then the results were nct sensitive to

Management Reserve.
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6. Are the original results and the results in each

category sensitive to the Contract Completion Stage?

This question was answered by considering the

contracts in each category during the three previously

defined Contract Completion Stages. For example, the

contracts that were Pre-Production were analyzed at Early,

Middle and Late Contract Completion Stages. For each

completion stage, there was an EAC floor, an EAC ceiling

and An EAC which was the most accurate predictor of the

CAC. If the results based on Early, Middle and Late

Contract Completion Stages agreed with the original

results, then the Pre-Production category was not

sensitive to the Contract Completion Stage.

The methodologies outlined for the investigative

questions two through four provided the means to determine

the original hypothesis test results. The methodologies

for investigative questions five and six provided a way to

evaluate sensitivity of the original results to Index

Type, Program Phase, Contract Type, Service, System Type,

Major Baseline Changes, Management Reserve and Contract

Completion Stage.

The results to these five remaining investigative

questions are presented in the following chapter.
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This chapter reintroduced the hypothesis and

describes the database used to test the hypothesis. The

process used to prepare the database for use included

reference to the descriptive fields and the numeric fields

used for the analysis. An overview of the hypothesis test

provided an explanation of the technique used to evaluate

the hypothesis and sensitivity to the various conditions,

as described in the five remaining investigative

questions.

The equations for the nine indexes and EACs were

provided, followed by a description of the methodology

applied to answer each of the five remaining investigative

questions.

The following chapter focuses on the results of the

hypothesis test. It presents the results to the five

remaining investigative questions. Graphs of the overall

results are provided with comments and analysis.
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IV.Rul

This chapter focuses on the results of the

methodology. The hypothesis is restated and the results

are presented. The final five Investigative Questions are

answered, followed by a description of trends noticed in

the graphs of the EAC ceiling and floor for each category

of contracts.

The hypothesis, as stated previously, is the

following:

Ho: The Cost at Completion is bounded below by the

CPI-based EAC and above by the SCI-based EAC.

Recall from the methodology that several

investigative questions were posed to test the hypothesis.

These questions are answered in the following section.

The results to the hypothesis test and the

sensitivity analysis are presented in Table 3. Results to

Contract Completion Stage sensitivity are presented in

Table 4 and Table 5. The graphs of the EAC ceiling and

floor and the corresponding index graphs for each category

are presented in Appendix D.
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TABLE 3

HYPOTHESIS TEST RESULTS BY CATEGORY

Contract Category Range o lKadex-Based EACs'
(a ot contrcs, # of reports) 2

Min Max Bound* Closest
I I_ CAC?3  to CAC'

All Cotu't• Take• NO C?! SC NO SO
SWhole (321, 3803) ._,

Program Pre-production (112, 1454) Cl! SC! NO sc!
Phase

Production (135. 1398) CP1 SC7 YES SPI
Contract Cost Plus (137. 1630) CPI SC NO SC!
Type

EibPuxed (13.96) CpI sc No CPI
Fixed Price (169. 2053) CPI SO YES SO

Breach of Army (48, 606) CPI SC NO SCO
Service

Navy (144. 1424) SPI SCI NO SPI
USAF (127. 1638) CpI SCI NO so

System Type Afranw (22, 228) SPI SC NO SC!
Mecuumics (43. 540) C1I SC NO S!
ESuine (12. 117) C, SO NO CPI
Squipment (19. 213) CPI SC NO SCo
Ground (8, 86) CpI SC NO CPI
Mbuies (43. 31S) Cl! SC ND S!
Ships (19, 244) SPI SCO NO SF!
Spoue25. 339) CPI SO NO SC

Major Not Over TerMg CPI SC ND SC!
Baseline Baseline (253. 3551)
Changes

Over Th,'t Baseline SI SC ND SC
(68,22 68- 252

1 EACACWP + (TAB-BCWPYlndx. where idex is one of thes. tis indexe:
Cost Pmfoance Index (CP)-BCWP/ACWP
Schehduls Pardamaoe Index (StPI)BCWP/BCWS
Schedule Cost Index (SCr.,C7lV3

2 #of. rpm earefto. w te nples ofDABS qumudy report dab 0 -por ema osubsetof
osu. The sum of cou bassgo•ate is dus thi te.. aumber of oonmt because
soie A" in the daubs" wo ampay for sora comrum.

3 Does the samp of Wnx-debedASACs evalusad bkd CACM CAC nfe w Cost at Complaton.
4se~ as tho final ACWP In oah omse. If the MIN LAC is lonw tua CAC and Vf the MAX
SAC Is hger than CAC.w th ant mswer Is YES.

4 The SAC closest o the CAC is the met seurw predicto. of CAC.
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TABLE 4
CONTRACT COMPLETION STAGE SENSITIVITY BY CATEGORY

Contract Range of -ide.-Based ]ACs'
•Ca tetary ________________________________

Completion Sftaga MI S Ma Bound@ Closest to
(# of coutraet, # CAC?4 CACI

"F _______nu• ..
All CmmanfalakULNm

Bly (321, 30M) Cl! SC3 NO SC!
Middle (321.1073) CH S(3 NO SC!
Lam (321, 2428) SF1 SCO N SF!

program f.rdck
Pbase

Early (112. 100) CH SCI NO SC!
Middle (112 406) CH SO NO SCO
LAW (112,948) SPI So NO SPI

Eary (135. 113) CI SCl NO SO
Middle (135.354) C11 SO NO SC!
IAN (135,931) SF1 SO. NO Se1

Contract Cost.Pia
Type

Eardy (137. 90) Cl! SC ND SO
Middle (137.466) CH SC NO (SO
Law (137. 1074) SF1 SCI YES SC!

Ealy (13.5) SPI Scl ND SF1
Middle (13,25) CH SPI NO CH!
LAU (13.66) CH S1I NO CPI

Duty (169.2053) CPI SC NO SO
Middle (169.195) CH SC! ND SC(
LAN (169. 57Y CPI SCI NO Cl

srmnch of
Service

Early (48,41) SP1 SCI YES SC!
Middle (43,17) CH SCi ND SCI
LAU (48, 394) SPI Sc Nw SC!

Eay (144. 112) 51 SC! "0 SCI
Middle (144.411) SPI SC ND SC
La, (144. 1001) SPI SC NO SPI

Euty (127.141) CH SC3 ND SCO
Middle (127, 471) C1 SO No SC!
Lab (127, 1019) SP S . . ND SPI

Major No OerInBaseline AJU
Chang~es

Early (253. 272) CH SC ND SCO
Middle (253 993) CMI SC! ND SCO
Law (253. 2286) SF1 SC ND SPl

Eady (68. 30) CM SC! YES SPI
Middle (68, 80) SPI SCO ND SC!
Late (68. 142) SPI SCO N1 SCO
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

CONTRACT COMPLETION STAGE SENSITIVITY BY CATEGORY

I BAC-ACWP + (TAB.4CWPYlnd&, whr Inda s lons of theeo tr Indees:
Cost Pafinmme lode (CPr).CWP/ACWP
SolemPebmaim lnds (S~rpC fWcw•-
Sao" Cost Index (SCl).CPPSF

2 Complw Stae rohg oo Punes Complet (PC) wbus PCDCWPIrA.
Euty POWX3
Middle: .334C4700Lam: PC>.';

3* ofnxpes refers to the smpqe sin of DABS quatrly report dnata. Repo em a subset of
oouen. ls sTn of •aonat auboabage Is les them e total number of conteu tbecaus
som fle•ds in do danbae were empty for mome aorywo.

4 Dos to range of indez-basd SACs evaluated bound CAC? CAC reaft to Cost at Completion.
dWed as the in ACWP in a" contra. U tle .%•. ZAC is lowe• than CAC and if the MAX
LAC is higher tha CAC, then the answer is YES.

5 The RAC cbosest to the CAC Is the most accuae predictor of CAC.
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TABLE 5

CONTRACT CO .jETION STAGE SENSITIVITY BY SYSTEM TYPE

System Type Rasp of Idkx-Based EACa

Completion S;a; Mirn Max Bounds Closest to
(0 of €oI 1, # of CAC?' CACS

.reports)i

Eary (U 18) SPI SCl NO Sc!
MiSdle (22. 5!) SN SCI YES SCO
La1e (22. 15) C SC3 NO cPI

Early (43. 43) CPI SF! NO SF!
Middle (43, 160) CP! sC! ND sC!
LAW (43,337) C?! SC! NO c?!

Early (12. 5) CPI SC3 YES CF!
Middle (12.31) CPI SC3 ND SC!
LAW (12. 81) SPI SC! NO SF!

Early (19, 22) CP? Sc ND Sc
Middle (19. 35) C?! Sc ND Sc
Lae (19, 136) C?! Sc NO CP!

-dwný
EtAy (5,7) C?! sa ND sc
Middle (1 20) C?! SC ND Sc
LAe (& 59) SPI SCl ND Sc

Ealy (43. 40) C?! Sc NO SC!
Middle (43, 152) CF1 Sc NO Scl
LAw (43 323) SPI Sc YES SF!

main
Early (19, 24) S[ CH! NO C]?
Middle (19,77) c?! Sc NO Scl
Laz (19. 1433 S1PI Sc No SF!

Early (25.31) CP? Sa YES Sc
Middle (25,91) CH Sa ND SC!
L (25,213) SPF! Sc ND Sc
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

CO4TRACT COMPLETION STAGE SVENSITIVITY BY SYSTEM TYPE

I -AC (rA943CWPYhn~.whin lod Wa Is ones of Uthese bselndmes
Cost Paft~m IWde (cP!)-DCWICWP
Sabsdwis Psdbin Wade (M~uDCWPWSM
3le post ndex(scI.cPFI'S

2 Camob.~a Sup vfsu t Pwt mn~ (PC) whne PCwDC WPfTAD.
E1$T. POCOX3
Middle: 3ScPCci.70
Lm- P0,30

3 0 of sM~ nha to the $asm*i dn 01 * '*AttY v w p.W dw&n RspMw m a subse of
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Tnventiaative OQuotiong and h=othegin TeSt RestsItS

The first investigative question was answered in

Chapter Two with the review of EAC research to date. The

remaining questions are answered here. The questions are

o restated as they appear in Chapter One and Chapter Three,

followed by a discussion of the results and an answer to

each question.

2. Of the index-based EACs compared, is the CPI-based EAC

the floor and is the SCI-based EAC the ceiling?

Of the EACs compared, the CPI-based EAC was the

minimum and the SCI-based EAC was the maximum. This

confirmed the CPI-based EAC as the floor and the SCI-based

EAC as the ceiling for the entire set of contracts.

OVIR-ALL FLOORs CPI-BASUD ZAC

OVMR-ALL CZILINzG SCZ-BA18D SAC

3. Does the final Cost at Completion lie within the

considered range of EACs?

The final CAC did not lie within the

considered range of RACs. On average, the CAC was

slightly higher than the range of EACs.

4. Which EAC is the most accurate predictor of final Cost

at Completion?
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The 8CZ-based ZIC was the most accurate

predictor of the final CAC. On average, the Sdl-based

EAC underestimated the CAC with an average percent

deviation from CAC of -1.01 percent.

5. Are the original hypothesis test results (anrwers to

questions two through four) se~aitive to:

a. Index Type (Cumulative, Six-Month or Three-Month)

The cumulative CPI-based EAC and the cumulative SCI-based

EAC bounded the cumulative SPI-based EAC. The six-month

and three-month results had the same EAC rank order as the

cumulative results. Since these results for each Index

type agreed with the original results, the original

results wero not sensitive to the index Type.

Another important observation resulted from analysis

of the EAC average percent deviations from the CAC

according to Index Types. The cumulative CPI, six-month

CPI and the three-month CPI all tended to be very close

together. Likewise, the cumulative, six-month and three-

month values for SPI were close together and the

cumulative, six-month and three month SCI values were

close together.

As explained in the justification for the methodology

in Chapter Three, it was not appropriate to apply a t-test

on the significance of the difference between means across
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the EACS. However, it did seem apparent by visual

inspection that the CPIs are close to each other, SPIs are

close to each other and SCIs are close to each other,

while the groups of CPIs, SPIs and SCIs all seem to

estimate in three distinct groups.

b. Program Phase (Pre-Production or Production)

Both Pre-Production and Production contracts had the same

ceiling and floor as the original results. The CAC was

bounded by the floor and ceiling for Production contracts

only. The most accurate predictor of the CAC for Pre-

Production contracts agreed with the original results

(SCI-based EAC). The most accurate predictor of the CAC

for Production contracts was the SPI-based EAC. These

findings indicated that the original results were

sensitive to the Program Phase.

c. Contract Type (Cost Plus, Firm Fixed or Fixed

Price)

The floor and ceiling for all three Contract Types agreed

with the original results. The position of the CAC

relative to the ceiling and floor differed among the three

contract types.

The ceiling and floor for Cost Plus contracts

underestimated the CAC and had the SCI-based EAC for the

most accurate predictor of the CAC. The ceiling and floor
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for Firm Fixed contracts overestimated the CAC and had the

CPI-based EAC for the most accurate predictor of the CAC.

The ceiling and floor for Fixed Price contracts bounded

the CAC and had the SCI-based EAC for the most accurate

predictor of CAC. These findings indicated that the

original results were sensitive to the Contract

Type.

d. Service (Army, Navy or USAF)

The results for the Army and USA? contracts agreed with

the original results. The Navy results indicated the

floor was the SPI-based EAC and the ceiling agreed with

the original results. The Navy ceiling and floor both

slightly overestimated the CAC and the SPI-based EAC was

closest the CAC. These findings indicated that the

original results were sensitive to the Branch of

8ervice.

e. System Type (Airframe, Electronics, Engine,

Equipment, Ground, Missile, Ship or Space)

Results of this sensitivity agreed with the original

results, with the following exceptions. The floor for

Airframe contracts was the SPI-based EAC. The ceiling and

floor bounded the CAC.

The ceiling and tloor for both Engines and Equipment

agreed with the original findings but they overestimated
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the CAC, making the CPI-based EAC the most accurate

predictor of CAC.

The floor for Ships was the SPI-based EAC and the

ceiling and floor overestimated the CAC, making the SPI-

based EAC the most accurate predictor of the CAC. These

findings indicated that the original results were

sensitive to the System Type.

f. Major Baseline Changes (Not OTB or OTB)

The Over Target Baseline contracts had the SPI-based EAC

floor. This indicated that results were sensitive to

Major Baseline Changes.

g. Management Reserve

The results with MR removed from the calculations agreed

with the original results, suggesting that the original

results were not sensitive to Management Reserve.

6. Are the original results and the results in each

category sensitive to the Contract Completion Stage?

The answers to this question are briefly summarized below

and are presented in Table 4 and Table 5.

Original Results: The original results remained the

same in the Early and Middle Contract Completion Stages.

The SPI-based EAC became the floor in the Late Stage, with
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the SPI-based EAC as the most accurate predictor of the

CAC. These findings indicate that the original results

were sensitive to the Contract Completion Stage.

Program Phase: The Pre-Production and Production

results differed from the original results in the Late

Completion Stage. They had the SPI-based EAC floor and

the SPI-based EAC was the most accurate predictor of the

CAC in both cases. These results suggest that Program

Phase results were sensitive to the Contract

Completion Stage.

Contract Type: Cost Plus and Firm Fixed Contracts all

showed slightly different results across the Early, Middle

and Late Completion Stages. Cost Plus had the SPI-based

EAC as a floor in the Late Completion Stage while Firm

Fixed Contracts had the SPI-based EAC as a floor in the

Early Completion Stage. These findings suggest that

Contract Type results were sensitive to the

Contract Completion Stage.

Services The Army Contracts started with the SPI-based

EAC floor and switched to the CPI-based floor in the

Middle Completion Stage. Air Force Contracts started with

the CPI-based EAC floor then switched to the SPI-based

floor in the Late Completion Stage. These findings
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suggest that the Branch of Sexvice results were

sensitive to the Contract Completion stage.

System Type: The SPI-based EAC was the floor in the

Early Completion Stage for Ships and in the Early and

Middle Stages for Airframes. The SPI-based EAC was the

ceiling for Electronics Contracts in the Early Stage. The

CPI-based EAC was the ceiling for Ships in the Early

Stage. These results suggest that System Type results

were sensitive to the Contract Completion Stage.

Major Baseline Changess The tloor for contracts

with no major baseline changes (not OTB) was the SPI-based

EAC in the Late Completion Stage. The SPI-based EAC was

also the floor for OTB contracts in the Middle and Late

Completion Stages. These results suggest that the

results based on Major Baseline Changes were

sensitive to the Contract Completion Stage.

In addition to anwering the investigative questions

by analyzing the EAC average percent deviations from the

Cost at Completion, there were several noteworthy trends

apparent in the graphs of the indexes and the EAC average

percent deviations from the CAC.
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f ranhical Analvmai of Indoxe=

The indexes followed a predictable pattern, with the

exception of the 50 to 60 percent completion point. There

was a pronounced upward spike in SPI and SCI for All

Contracts, Production, Fixed Price, Navy and OTB

Contracts.

Further analysis revealed one Navy contract which

had extremely high SPI values between 50 and 60 percent

complete. This one contract caused the upward spike in

the SPI and the SCI. This increase in the SPI and the SCI

was not large enough to noticeably affect the EAC average

percent deviations from the CAC.

Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 illustrate the overall results.

Figures 1 and 2 represent the overall EAC ceiling and

floor and the corresponding indexes with this Navy

contract included. Figures 3 and 4 represent the same

overall results, with this Navy contract removed.

Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 to Figures 3 and 4 revealed

that this one Navy contract had a significant impact on

the graph of the indexes but it did not significantly

affect the graph of the EAC ceiling and floor.
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Orathinal Analvgia Of rAr

Analysis of the EAC graphs revealed several

noteworthy trends among various contract categories, as

described below.

1. EACs tended to estimate the CAC quite, accurately prior

to the 25 percent completion point. Between 25 and 65

percent, the EACs took a fairly pronounced downward dip,

then approached the CAC at the 75 percent completion

point. The EACs slightly overestimated the CAC between

the 75 and 95 percent completion points. This adipper"

effect occured among all the contracts taken as a whole,

Pre-Production, Cost Plus, Army, Over Target Baseline and

Not Over Target Baseline contracts.

2. Several contract categories estimated fairly close to

the CAC throughout the entire contract life. These

included Production, Navy, Air Force, and Missile

contracts.

3. A few categories overestimated the CAC in the Early

completion Stage, then underestimated the CAC between 35

and 75 percent completion and finished in the Late Stage

close to CAC. These included Engines, Equipment and Space

contracts.
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4. There were also some categories which estimated low in

the Early Stage then recovered to estimate close to the

CAC in the Middle and Late Stages. This trend occured in

Airframe, Electronics and Ship contracts.

5. Firm Fixed contracts tended to overestimate the CAC

throughout the entire contract, while Fixed Price

contracts tended to underestimate the CAC.

This chapter answered the remaining investigative

questions and presented results of the hypothesis test.

Overall, the CPI-based EAC and the SCI-based EAC were

confirmed as the boundaries to the range of EACs. The

SCI-based EAC was confirmed as the most accurate predictor

of the Cost at Completion. These overall results were not

sensitive to Index Type (cumulative, six-month or three-

month) or Management Reserve. The results were sensitive

to Program Phase, Contract Type, Branch of Service, System

Type and Major Baseline Changes.

Having provided the results of the hypothesis, the

final chapter discusses these results and their

significance to program managers. Areas for future

related research follow this discussion.
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V. Diusion

This chapter summarizes the research by reviewing the

hypothesis and restating the conclusions and implications

for program managers. The discussion recaps the data

analysis followed by reconmendations for further research.

Review of the Mnotbhegis

This thesis explored the hypothesis that the Cost at

Completion (CAC) is L- r.Lded below by the CPI-based

Estimate at Completion (EAC) ax above by the SCI-based

EAC. The hypothesis was tested on 321 contracts.

Descriptive statistics provided a method for testing the

hypothesis. Aoditional information resulted from

analyzing trends in graphs of the range of EACs by

category.

Of the EACs evaluated, the CPI-based EAC was

confirmed as the floor and the SCI-based EAC was confirmed

as the ceiling. On average, the range of EACs tended to

slightly underestimate the CAC, thus the CAC was not

bounded by the range of EACs as hypothesized. The SCI, on

average, was the most accurate predictor of the CAC.

The results were tested for sensitivity to Index Type

(cumulative, six-month and three-month), Contract
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Completion Stage, Program Phase, Contract Type, Branch of

Service, System Type, Major Contract Baseline Changes and

Management Reserve. The results were sensitive to all of

these conditions except Management Reserve. With

Management Reserve removed from the calculations, the

results agreed with the original results.

Analysis of Results

The hypothesis test methodology consisted of

analyzing descriptive statistics of the DAES database.

The mean was the key statistic tised and the standard

deviation and coefficient o '-:-iation were also

calculated to provide information on data dispersion for

each of nine EACs over 3803 DAES reports of information.

The values for three and six month indexes were

interpolated from existing data for each of the DAES

reports. This was accomplished with a script written in

Paradoxe Application Language (PAL), presented in Appendix

B.

Upon completion of interpolating needed values for

t)"ree and six month indexes, the EACs were calculated for

each of the 3803 DAES reports.

The resulting EACs were normalized into percent

deviations from the CAC. These percentages were then

averaged over early, middle, late and overall stages of

completion. Additionally, the standard deviations and
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coefficients of variation were calculated over these

stages.

The EAC with the lowest average percent deviation

from the CAC was defined as the floor and the EAC with the

highest average percent deviation from the CAC was defined

as the ceiling. The CAC was defined to be bounded by the

floor and ceiling if the floor was less than the CAC and

the ceiling was greater than the CAC.

The results show that on average, the EACs are

bounded below by the CPI-based EAC and above by the SCI-

based EAC. Because the range of EACs tended to

underestimate the CAC, the CAC was not bounded by the

floor and ceiling. However, it is important to note that

for the contracts overall, the range of EACs had an

average percent deviation from the CAC of less than five

percent. This made the CPI, SPI and SCI-based EACs very

close predictors of the CAC, despite the fact that the CAC

was not actually bounded by them.

Analysis of the EACs over different contract

completion stages by category resulted in EAC average

percent deviations from the CAC which ranged from -17

percent to +30 percent. In addition to the range, an

important observation involved the groupings of each

index.

The CPIs were fairly close to each other, the SPIs

were fairly close to each other and the SCIs were fairly
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close to each other. This had important implications.

Although the six-month CPI-based EAC was the actual EAC

floor, it differed from the cumulative CPI-based EAC by

less than one percent average deviation from the CAC.

This made the cumulative CPI-based EAC a very close

approximation of the floor for EACs. The cumulative CPI

is much easier to ascertain from report data because it

requires only current information. The three and six-

month EACs require several consecutive months of previous

report data, which may not always be available.

The bottom line for program managers is that the

cumulative CPI-based EAC and the cumulative SCI-based EACs

are very close approximations of the floor and ceiling for

EAC formulas. Overall, the actual CAC, on average, is not

bounded by the range of EACs. The SCI-based EAC is the

most accurate predictor of the CAC.

The graphs of the EAC ceiling and floor for each

category show the program managers how the range of EACs

relates to the actual Cost at Completion. These graphs

should help program analysts predict reasonable completion

costs for different categories of contracts.

For example, an analyst working on a missile contract

estimate could refer to Figure 5 Lhe graph for Missile

Contracts. If the contract was in the Early Completion

Stage, the analyst would know that the SCI-based EAC would

provide the most accurate predictor of the final Cost at
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Completion. The analyst would also know that an estimate

lower than the CPI-based EAC would be overly optimistic.

56-
46

65

0 -50

.25

! - ,

Figure 5. Missile EAC Ceiling and Floor

The arrows on the horizontal axis (X axis-Percent

Complete) represent transition points between Early,

Middle 2Ld Late Contract Completion Stages. Specifically:

Early: Contract Percent Complete < .35
Middle: .35 < Contract Percent Collete <= .70

Late: Contract Percent Complete > .70
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Areas far Fubure Researtch

One limitation of this research effort is that the

Management Reserve sensitivity analysit was not extended

to the individual categories at early, middle and late

stages of completion to see if eliminazing MR might have

made a difference in one or more of tnese isolated

circumstances.

Additional sensitivity analysis might also prove

useful by further stratifying the categories. For

example, a program manager might wish to make inferences

about a Missile program which is Pre-Production and Cost

Plus. Further sensitivity analysis on putting the data

into constant dollars by eliminating inflation from the

data would strengthen the final results.

Finally, a more detailed statistical analysis of the

DAES database would be very useful for future research.
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Ant~ndix A: Cos/Scheddul control Svstame Criteria

This Appendix presents photocopied pages from DOD
5000.2-K displaying official C/SCSC definitions of terms
used in this thesis. Also presented are definitions of
terms not included in DOD 5000.2-K but relevent to this
research effort.
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Feb 23, 91SO00.2, PARril

SECTION 8
ATTACHMENT 2

COST/SCHEDULE CONTROL SYSTEMS DEFINIONS

I. Actual Costs oWoror Performed (ACWP). The cost incurred and recorded in
accnmplishing the work performed within a given time period.

2. Actual Direct =.s. Those costs identified Specifically with a
contract, based upon the contractor's cost identification and
accumulation sy:tem as accepted by the cognizant Defense Contract Audit
Agency representatives. (See definition 14, below.)

3. Allocated Budget.. (See definition 32, below.)

4$. Aoolige Direct sost. The amount recognized in the time period
associated with the consumption of labor, materta, and other direct
resources, without regard to the date of cost tment or the date of
payment. These amount4 are to be charged to work-in-progress in the
tIme period that any one of the following occurs:

a. When labor, interial, and other direct resources are actually
consumed.

b. When materiz 1 resources are withdrawn from inventory tor use.

c. When-materi l resources are received that are identified uniquely to
the contract and scheduled for use within 60 days.

d. When major components or assemblies are received on a line flow
basis that are identified specifically and uniquely to a single
serially nuftered end Lt4w.

5. Apoortioned •ftf,,. Effort that Is not readily divisible into work
packages, but L: related proportionately to measured effort.

6. Authorized Work'. Effort that haus been defLnitz•ed and is on coitract,
plus that for which definitised contract costs have not been agreed to,
but for which written authorization has been received.

7. UgelJi•r. (See definition 24s, below.)

8. audeted Cost for Work Performed (SCWPI. The sum of the budgets for
completed work paoUkges and completed portions of open work packages,
plus the applib•0le portion of the budgets for level of effort and
apportioned effcrt.

9. Budeteod CoSt cr Waort Scheduled (1C0S). The sum of budgets for all
work packages, ;lanning packages, etc., scneduled to be accomplished
(including in-process work packages), plus the amount of level-of-4ffort
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and apportionw.d et'Tort ,choduied to be a•coml)l ish-?d wthin .'i given time

period.
10. flg. •9r..Wn'Y..tackla. (Se'u tikfnit ion 36, below

11. Contract Budget Base. The negotiated contract cost plus the estimated

cost of authorized unpriced work.

12. C. An entity in private industry which enters into contrcts

with the Government. In this Instruction, the word also may apply to

Government-owned, Government-operated act ivities that perform work on

defense programs.

13. Cost Account. A management control point at which actual coats my be

accumulated and compared to the budgeted cost of the work performed. A
cost account is a natural control point ror cost/schedule planning and

control, since it represent-o the work assigned to one responsible

organlzational element on one contract work breakdown structure element.

1i4. 2tietr Costs. Any costs that may be identlifled specifically with a

particular final cost objective. This term 1s explained in the Federal

Acqulsition Regulation (reference (f).)

15. Ist••t• e at CUmoletion (EAC). Actual direct costs, plus indirect costs

allocable to the contract, plus esti=te of costs (direct and indirect)

for authorized work remaining.

16. Indr.ectL gst. Costs, which because of their incurrence (or common or

joint' objectives, are not subject readily to treatment as direct costs.

This term is further deflned in the Federal Acquisition RegulatLon

(reference (M)).

17. I lBd ge.- (See de£fnition 22, below.)

18. Internal Replanning. Replanning actions performed by the. contractor for

remaining effort within the recognized total allocated budget.

19. Level-of-Ef-ort (LOE). Effort of a general or supportive nature that

does not produce definite end products.

20. rMnagment. Reserve or Mangmuent Reserve Budget. An amount of the totaJl

aLllocated budget withheld for managemment control purposes, rather- than

designated for the accomplishment of a specific task or set of tauks.

It is nat a part of the performance measurement baseline.

21. Nefotiated Contract Cost. The estimted cost negotiated in a cost plus

fixed tee contract, or the negotiated contract target cost in eLther a

fixed price incentive ,ontract or a cost plus incentive fee contract.

22. Or .inal Budget. The budget ',tab i shed at, or near, the time. that the

contract waa s3gned and based on the negotiated eontract Cost.

23. x . (See definition 16, above.)
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feb 23. 91
5000.2, PART 11
SECTION 3
ATTACIHIVT 2

214. IVer ormance Ne.p,,jut_.,!.if IIse.I In• . The time phased budget plan against
which contract perr'orwmnce is .1easured. It is formed by the budgets
assigned to schvduled cost accounts and the applicable indirect budgets.
For future effort, not pLanned to the cost account level, the
performance measurement baseline also Includes budgets assigned to
higher level contract workc breakdown structure elements and
undistributed budget.m. It equals the total allocated budget less
management reserve.

25. Performint Orwanization. A defined unLt within the contractor's
organizational structure, which applies the resources to perform the
work.

26. Plannine PIckage. A logLcal aggregation of tar term work within a cost
account which ma be identified and budgeted in early baseline planning,
but is not yet defined into work packages.

27. Procuring Activitv. The subordinate commnd in which the Procurement
Contracting Officer is located. It may include the program office,
related functional support off ices, and procurement offices. £xamples
of procuring activities are the Army Hissile Command, Naval Sea System
Cmnd, and Air Force Electronic Sy3tems Division.

28. eplJanni4ng. (See definition 18, above.)

29. RearacEM•ng. Replanning of the effort remaining in the contract, I
resulting in a new budget a&Location that exceeds the contract budget;base.

30. 114 b•onst Ie- izi•g. A defined unit within the contractor's
organizational structure that is assigned responsibility for
accomuplslhilng specific tsuks.

31. liflna'tVariancs. Those differences between planned and actual.
performance requiring further review, analysis, or action. Thresholds
should be established as to he magnitude of variances that will require
variance analysis, and the thresholds should be revised as needed to
provide mmaningful analysis during execution of the contract.

32. Total Allogeted Budast. The sum of all budgets allocated to the
contract. Total allocated budget consists of the performance
mumrement baseline and all management reserve. The total allocated
budget will reconcile directly to the contract budget base. Any
differences will be documented as to quantity and cause.

33. Undi•stribW.j 8uda t. Budget applicable to contract effort that has not
yet been identified to contract work breakdown structure elements at, or
below, the lowest Level of reporting to the Government.

3i4. Variances. (See defintilon 31, above.)

35. Work frea•kown Structure (W8S). (See Section 6-8.)
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36. WorK Package ligietm. Resources thait are assigned f'ormilly bv the

contractor to accomplish A wOrk package, expressd in duilar$. hours,
1standards, or other definitive units.

37. ork ckages.M Detailed tasks or material items idontiried by the
contractor for acc•plishing work required to complete the ccntract. A.
work package has the following charactearistLos:

a. It represents units of work at levels whore work I perfcrmed.,

b. It is clearly distingutshable from all other work ;,ackatMs.

a. It is assignable to a single organizational element.

d. It has scheduled start and completion dates arid, as applicable,
interim milestones; all of which are repre.entativo of ptysical
acompl ishment.

o. It has a budget or assigned value expressed in terw of eollars,
manhours, or other measurable unit3.

f. Its duration is limited to a relatively short time :pan c.r it is
subdivided by discrete value milestones to ease the obje:tive
measurement of work performed.

g. It is integrated with detailed engineering, manufacturinfl, or other

schedules.
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a• CQ=Itin (UAC• SAC is the amount planned to
be spent in casleting the entire contract.

QRS' at CmOMI&eIrn (CACI: CAC is the final cumulative
dollar figure spent in completing the contract. This
figure is obtained by taking the maximum (final) ACWP
entry in each contract.

PerEnt C ls tc: PC represents the portion of the
entire contract that is complete to date. There are
several ways to calculate PC. This thesis defines PC as
the ratio of BCWP to TAB.
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This Appendix explains the procedure used to

interpolate values for the six-month and three-month

indexes. The overall process explanation is followed by

a copy of the actual script used to interpolate the

valueswritten in Paradox Application Language (PAL().
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Data definition and calculations were accomplished with

personal computer database and spreadsheet software. The

DAES database is a relational database which lends itself

well to calculating and comparing subgroups of data to test

the hypothesis. While it is not necessary to cover in great

detail how the software works, it does help to have a basic

understanding of database structure and functions in refining

and calculating data.

A database is organized into rows or records (report

dates, in this case) and columns or fields (the indexes, EACs

and data elements defined in Appendix A). The basic data set

never changes. There are numerous ways to manipulate the

data, obtain subsets of the data, and categorize the data

through use of database tools.

A query is perhaps the most useful anc most powerful of

the database tools. A query is a request for a subset of the

data, based on criteria established by the user. The result

of a query is called the answer table. Some queries are

calculations performed on existing fields while other queries

are comparison operators, such as @less than, - -greater than'

or 'equal to.* The notable attribute of queries and answer

tables is that the original data remains unaltered. Further

queries can be performed on the new answer tables until the

user gets the needed information. The spreadsheet software

comes is most appropriate for statistical calculations. When
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used in conjunction with the database software, it is a

smooth process to export queried data between the database

and the spreadsheet software for ease of calculation and

graphing.

As mentioned in Chapter One, a shortcoming of the

database was the lack of consistent reporting periods in the

data. For eight of the twelve indexes selecteL . ir

evaluation, monthly data was necessary for calculating the

indexes and their corresponding EACs. This monthly data was

obtained by linear interpolation. While it is not known with

certainty that the data increased linearly between submit

dates, this assumption is necessary to obtain the most recent

three months of data and the most recent six months of data.

The interpolation process is based on the notion that the

ratio of successive data pointn "j the same as the ratio of

their corresponding submit dates.

Zx la! Given the following contract, calculate BCWP1 for

02/25,7r, where BCWPI u the value for BCWP one month prior to

02/25/78.

SOMTl DAYN am
07/25/77 71
10/25/77 108
02/25/78 205

04/25/78 205
08/31/78 323
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DATE1 = 02/25/78 - 30 days a 01/25/78

P a immediate predecessor in the contract to DATE1 n 13/25/77

S - imnmediate successor in the contract to DATE1 - 02/25/78.

SUUaT DATZ aCWm

P 10/25/77 108

DATE1 01/25/78 BCWP1

S 02/25/78 205

To interpolate the missing BCWPI value, a set of ratios is

set up and solved for BCWPl.

S - P 205 -108

Solving this equation for BCWP1 provides the basic algorithm

for interpolating missing values in the database.

BCWP1 a (01/2917A - 10/29/771 * (2QS-108) + 108 m 180.75
(02/25/78 - 10/25/77)

The same basic fornmla was used to calculate BCWP2, BCWP3,

ECWP4 and DCWPS. Similar steps were taken to interpolate the

five months previous data for each submit date in the

database for ACWP and BCWS, which eventually allowed for the

calculation of three and six month indexes and corresponding

EACs.
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The script in Paradox Application Language (PATA) used

to interpolate the values for one month prior, two months

"prior, three months prior, four months prior and five months

prior to each report date of data is providedin the

remaining pages.
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Appendix C: Descriptive Statistics

This appendix contains the descriptive statistics used to
test the hypothesis. Each row is labeled in the far left column
and the column entries are labeled below each column of values.

(a•U.a.rly, WIddUe e. Late)

9oef VLaxtaoL
No

Each page contains one category of contracts. The All, Early,

Middle and Late Stages are indicated in the upper left corner of

the far left column.

The MEAN refers to the average percent deviation from Cost at
Completion. It is calculated for each EAC.

n

MEAN % deviation from EAC =I ((EAC-CAC)/CAC)*lO00]/n
ijl

The first row of values in the table are the average percent
deviations from CAC for each of the nine EAC formulas, plus the

average values of CAC, TAB, BCWP and ACWP.

The SD refers to the Standard Deviation. The SDs are the
second row of values in the table.

The Coef of variation refers to the Coefficient of Variation.
This is the ratio of SD to MEAN, presented as a percentage. The
third row of values are the coefficients of variation.

The N represents the number of contracts in the category
while n represents the number of reports in the category.
(Reports are subsets of contracts.)

*The TAB is replaced with BAC for the page with Management Reserve

removed from the calculations.
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Arjendix Dn RAC and Index Ceiling and Floor aranhs

This appendix presents graphs of EACs and their
corresponding indexes. Each page contains two graphs.. The
top graph presents EAC average percent deviation from cost at
completion. The bottom graph presents the indexes that
correspond to each EAC in the preceding graph.

The arrows on the horizontal axes (X axis-Percent
Complete) represent transition points between Early, Middle
and Late Contract Completion Stages. Specifically:

Early: Contract Percent Complete < .35
Middle: .35 < Contract Percent Complete <a .70

Late: Contract Percent Complete > .70

The first six pages present results based upon each
index type (cumulative, six-month and three-month). The
first three pages represent all contracts (cumulative, six-
month and three-month). The next three pages represent all
contracts with Management Reserve removed. The remaining
graphs present the EAC ceiling and floor and their
corresponding indexes for each category.
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